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ABSTRACT 
This paper is concerned with the problem of determining the location of eigenval- 
ues for diagonally dominant infinite matrices; upper and lower bounds for eigenvalues 
are established. For tridiagonal matrices, a numerical procedure for improving the 
bounds is given, and the approximation of the eigenvectors is also discussed. The 
techniques are illustrated for the solution of the well-known Mathieu’s equation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We denote by x the set of all positive integers. Given a matrix 
A = ( aij), i, j E JV, a space X of infinite sequences, and x = (xi), i E JV, 
we define Ax by (Ax) i = XT_ la i jx j provided this series converges for each 
i E .M, and define the domain of A, 9(A) = {x E X: Ax exists and Ax E X}. 
We define an eigenvalue of A to be any scalar h for which Ax = Ax for some 
0 # x E 9(A). The set of eigenvalues depends not only on A but also on X. 
For example, Hanani, Netanyahu, and Reichaw [8] show that an eigenvalue 
in one Banach space need not be an eigenvalue in another Banach space. The 
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often used method in finding eigenvalues is to truncate the system to finite 
n X n systems and to let n tend to infinity. However, it has been shown that 
an infinite system may have a nonzero eigenvalue although the truncated 
systems have only the zero eigenvalue [12]. 
Under conditions of uniform strict diagonal dominance (either row or 
column) with entries on the main diagonal nonzero and tending to infinity, 
we show that A-’ is compact. Moreover, if the Gershgorin disks are (almost) 
disjoint and all entries of A are real, then we obtain the existence and 
uniqueness of eigenvalues in precise intervals. Using a generalization of the 
concept of the vanishing of the infinite determinant ]A - AZ], we obtain a 
computational method to improve the numerical upper and lower bounds of 
the eigenvalues to any degree of accuracy. 
Eigenvalue problems for infinite matrices occur frequently in mathe 
matics and engineering, and the difficulties, theoretical and computational, 
involved in finite and infinite cases are well-known. Our particular interest 
lies in the discussion of Mathieu’s equation. 
We refer to Bemkopf [2] and Cooke [5] for concepts and a history of 
infinite matrices, and to Brauer [3] for the finite-dimensional Gershgorin 
theory. In the paper of Shivakumar and Wong [13], solutions of an infinite 
linear algebraic system are discussed; Chew, Shivakumar, and Williams [4] 
deal with solutions of an infinite linear differential system. In both papers, 
truncation is used to establish results concerning existence, uniqueness, and 
explicit error bounds. 
In Section 2, we present some preliminary results in functional analysis. 
Section 3 extends Gershgorin theory to infinite matrices. Section 4 establishes 
the main results given column diagonal dominance (with eigenvectors in Zi), 
and Section 5 does the same for row diagonal dominance (with eigenvectors 
in 1,). Section 6 establishes some results concerning the convergence of 
solutions of the truncated systems of a linear system of equations. Section 7 
discusses the relationship between eigenvalues and determinants for tridiag- 
onal matrices. A numerical procedure for determining the eigenvalues is 
given in Section 8, and in Section 9 we apply this procedure to find the 
eigenvalues of Mathieu’s equation for a particular value of the parameter. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We denote by I, (respectively, 1,) the space of all sequences x = (xi), 
i E JV, of complex numbers such that ]t]]i = X?_~]X~] <co (respectively, 
]b]], = sup{ ]xi]: i E JV} < co). I, and 1, are Banach spaces with norm ]]x]]i 
(respectively, ]Ix]]~). 
We let T = (tij), i, j E A”, be a matrix that will operate on 1, or I,. It is 
known that T defines a bounded linear operator on 1, if and only if 
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lITIll = SUP{E~~ltijl: j E x} < co, and T is bounded on 1, if and only if 
IITII, = sup{CT=iltijl: i E H } < cc. An operator T is called compact if and 
only if T maps the unit ball {x : llxll< l} onto a set whose closure is compact 
(equivalently, if I(xcnjll < M < cc, n E J’“, then {TX(,): n E M} contains a 
convergent subsequence). T is compact on I, if and only if T is bounded on 
1, and ZTz”=,ltijl + 0 as n + cc, uniformly in j E x; see Taylor [14, p. 220, 
Nos. 2, 5; p. 278, (5.5-4)]. 
An operator T on a Banach space X is said to be closed if its graph is 
closed; i.e., if xc,,) E 9(T), xc,,) + x in X, and TxCnj + y inX, then x E 9(T) 
and TX = y. Let e(,) be the sequence e(,) = (ty), i E Jlr, where [y = ai,,, = 
(lifi=m,Oifi#m),mEN. 
LEMMA 1. Let T be a matrix operator on 1,. 
(a) If each column of T lies in Z,, then 9(T) 2 the span of {e(,): 
m E X} and thus 9(T) is dense in I,. 
(b) lf each row of T is bounded (i.e., lies in I,), then TX is defined as a 
sequence (not necessarily even bounded) fw all x E 1 1 and T is a closed 
operator. 
Proof. (a): For every m E N, (Te,,,)i = E~=~tij~jm = ti,. Thus Te,,, = 
(mth column of T) E 1, and e(,) E 9(T). Thus, 9(T) contains all finite 
linear combinations of e(,), i.e., the span of {e(,)}. 
(b): For every i E JY, there exists a number Mi < CO with I ti jI < Mi for all 
j E JY. If x = (xi) E 1, then 
I( IQ F1ltijl IXjl d Mi I? lxjl = MillXlll< 00. 
j=l 
Let X(n) = (En) E g(T), n EN, xc,,) + x, and Tx(,,) + y in I,, where x = 
(Xi). Then, for any i, n E N, 
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As n -+ 00, the right-hand side tends to zero and thus (Tx)~ = yi for each 
i E N. Therefore, TX = y E I, and x E g(T). n 
We now consider the dual operator, T’, of a matrix operator T on 1,. It is 
known that the dual space of 1, is 1; = 1, (Taylor [14, p. 194, Theorem 
4.32-A]). If x = (xi) E I, and y = (y,) E Z,, then we define x*y = Cj$xiyi, 
and let yT be the linear functional on 9(T) defined by (yT)x = y.(Tx), 
x Ed. If x =(xi) Ed and xi =0 for i>N, then (yT)x = 
CTzO=lyj(Tx)j = C~zO=yjC~Y=t.i~i = C~~v=(~~~o=yjtji)xi. Thus, yT can be identi- 
fied as a sequence (8,) where 19~ = xy=iltjiyj = (Tt’y)i, where T tr is the 
transpose of the matrix T, acting on 1,. Then T’, the dual operator of T, is 
defined on 9(T’) = {y E 1, : yT is a continuous linear functional on 9(T)} 
by (T’y)x = ~-TX, for all x E 9(T), y E 9(T’). Now, yT is continuous if and 
only if yT defines a vector in 1,. Thus, 9(T’) = {y E Z,:yT = Ttry E Z,} = 
52(Tt’), and for y E 9(T’), (T’y)x = ~-TX = (Tt’y).x for x E span{e(,,}. 
LEMMA 2. Let T be a matrix operator on 1, such that each column of T 
Zies in I,. Then T’ = T tr is a closed operator on 1,. 
Proof. By Lemma 1, 9(T) 2 span{e(,)}, and thus is dense in I,. By 
Yosida [16, Theorem 1, pp. 193-1941, T’y is uniquely defined for y E Q(T’) 
and T’y = Tt’y from the above discussion, since span{e(,) } is dense in I,. T’ 
is closed by Goldberg [7, Theorem 11.2.6, p. 531. n 
LEMMA 3. Let T be a closed linear operator with dense range, 9(T), on 
a Banach space X, and suppose that T has a bounded inverse, T-‘. Then 
%‘(T)=X,andif h#OthenXisaneigenvaZueofTifandonZyif A-‘is 
an eigenvalue of T-‘. 
Proof. W(T) = X (Goldberg [7, p. 94, Lemma IV.1.11). Thus, T-’ maps 
X l-l onto 9(T). If x # 0 and X # 0, then the following statements are all 
equivalent: TX = Xx, T-‘(TX) = T-‘(Xx), x = XT-lx, T-lx = X-lx. n 
The spectrum of A, a(A), consists of all complex X for which A - Xl 
fails to have a dense range and a bounded inverse. A point in the spectrum 
need not be an eigenvalue, in general. 
LEMMA 4. Let S be an operator on I, that is closed, has dense domain 
and dense range, and is such that S-’ is compact. Then S’ is closed on I,, 
a(s) = I,, 5qS’) = I,, (S’)_’ = (s-1)’ is compact, 0 4 a(S) = u(S’), a(S-‘) 
= a((S-1)‘) = (0) u {A-‘: x E u(S)}, any point in a( S ) is an eigenvalue of 
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S and S’, and any nonzero point in a(S’) is an eigenvalue of S’ and 
(S- l)‘. Finally, a(S) is at most countable with rw finite accumulation point. 
Proof. Since g(S) is dense, S’ exists and is closed (see proof of Lemma 
2). .%?(S) = 1, by Lemma 3. a(S’) = Z,, S’ has a bounded inverse, (S’))’ = 
(S-l)’ is compact, a(S) = a(S’), and u(S’) = u((S-I)‘) (Goldberg [7, p. 60, 
Theorems 11.3.12, 11.3.91, Yosida [16, p. 282, Schauder’s theorem ; p. 225, 
Theorem 21). Since S has dense range and a bounded inverse, 0 P u(S). Now 
a( S- ‘) = (0) U { A- ’ : X E u(S)} by the spectral mapping theorem (Taylor 
[14, p. 3021). If h E u(S), then h # 0, h-’ E u(S-‘), X-’ is an eigenvalue of 
S- ‘, and A is an eigenvalue of S (Yosida [16, p. 284, Theorem 21; Lemma 3). 
Similarly for S’. n 
3. GERSHGORIN EIGENVALUE THEORY 
We now give a generalization of Gershgorin theory as presented in Brauer 
[3, Theorem 1, p. 3891. For a matrix T, we define the row and column sums: 
Pi= 5 Itijl, iEN 
j=l, jfi 
and 
Qj = E Itijl’ jEJ-, 
i=l,i#j 
whenever these sums converge. Let 9 denote the complex numbers, and 
define the Gershgorin disks: 
wi= {zE%?:lz-tiil<Pi} 
and 
gi= {z~%7:Iz-tiil<Qi}, iEM. 
For E > 0 we define also 
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and 
q(E)= {zE%?::z-~ii~~Qi(l+E)}, iEJV. 
We say that a sequence of sets Yi have finite intersection if each Yi 
intersects only a finite number of the { Yj : j E JV }. 
THEOREM 1. Let T be a matrix operator on X ( = I, or l,), and let X be 
an eigenvalue of T on X (i.e., Tx = Xx for some 0 # x = (xi) E 9(T) c X). 
(a) Zf X = Z,, then X E U~ca=19i’i. 
(b) Zf X = I,, then for evey E> 0, X E U~ca=9i(~). Zf, for some E> 0, 
the gi(&) have finite intersection, then X E Urz19?i. 
(c) Suppose that X = I,, T is closed with dense range, and T-’ is 
compact. Then for every E > 0, A E Uyi l%‘i( E). Zf for some E > 0 the Vi(&) 
have finite intersection, then X E UTCo=l%?i. 
(d) Suppose that X = l,, each row of T lies in I,, .2’(T) is dense, and 
T-’ is compact. Then X E UyC12?i. 
Proof. (a):SincexEl,,wehavexi+Oasi+coandthereisanmEM 
such that Ix,1 = max{ Ixil: i EN}. For every i E JV, (Tx)~ = (Ax)~. Thus, 
cc 
c tijxj = xxi, 
j=l 
cc 
(A- tii)xi = c tijxj, 
j=l, j#i 
IX-tiillril~ IT ltijlIXml=PilXml~ 
j=l, jfi 
Let i = m. Then IX - t,,[ < P,,, and X E 92,. 
(b): Let 0 < E< 1. We may assume that llxllrn = 1. Thus there is an 
m E J such that Ix,1 > 1- ~/2. Then, similarly to (a), IA - tiil lxil < 
CTcl, jfi(tijl = Pi. Let i = m. Then Ih - t,,l< Pm/lx,1 Q P,(l+ E) and 
x E 9,(E). 
If the Bi( E) have finite intersection, then A E gj( E) if and only if j E J, a 
finite nonempty set (m E J). Thus, for 0 < .sr < E, X E U{ gj(q): j E J}. Let 
qd0. Then XEU{.G@j: jEJ}. 
(c): We assume that Qi < 00 for all i E A”; otherwise, the result is trivial. 
By Lemma l(a), 9(T) is dense in I,. Using Lemma 4 with S = T, X is an 
eigenvalue of T’. The result now follows from part (b) applied to T tr. 
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(d): As in (c), we assume that all Qi < co. Let S = Tt’ acting on 1,. Each 
column of S lies in Z,, and each row of S lies in 2 1 c 1,. Therefore, by 
Lemmas 1 and 2, S is closed and has dense domain, and S’ = St’ = T. 
Furthermore S has dense range, 0 4 a(S’) = a(S), (S-l)’ = T-’ is compact, 
and S- ’ is compact (Yosida [16, p. 224, Lemma 1; p. 225, Theorem 2; p. 282, 
Schauder’s theorem]). By Lemma 4, X is an eigenvahre of S. The result now 
follows from part (a) applied to S. n 
4. EIGENVALUES ON Z, 
We wiLl now consider a matrix A = (aij) acting on Z,, and make the 
following assumptions on A: 
(4.1) a,, # 0, i EM, and ]aii] + 00 as i + 00. 
(4.2) There exists a p, 0 < p < 1, such that for each j E -K, 
Qj= i=~+JIUrjl=Pjlujjl* O<Pj<P. 
(4.3) For all i, j E JV with i # j, (a,, - a jj] > Qi + Qj. 
(4.4) ForeachiEN,sup{]uij]:jEX}<co. 
REMARK. (4.2) is uniform strict column diagonal dominance. Given (4.2), 
(4.1) implies that A- ’ is compact. (4.3) is equivalent to the (almost) 
disjointness of the Gershgorin disks vi (the intersection of two disks consists 
of at most one point). (4.4) implies that A is closed. 
THEOREM 2. Assume (4.1) and (4.2). Then A is an operator with dense 
domain, its range W(A) = Z,, A-’ exists and is compact on I,, and ]]A-‘]I1 
< (1 - p)-l(infi]uii])-r. 
Proof. (4.2) implies that each column lies in Z,, and by Lemma l(a), 
9(A) is dense in 1,. 
Let A = D + F, where D is the diagonal of A, i.e., ( D)ij = Gijui j and 
(F)ij = (1 - Sij)uij, i, j E JV. Then (D-‘)ij = Gij(ui,)-‘. Since the I(uii)-‘1 
are bounded, D-r exists and is bounded, and since ](a ji)-‘] + 0 as 
i+co, D-’ is compact (see the discussion at the beginning of Section 2). 
(F:ir); = I~=r(F)ik(~-‘)kj = (1 - aij)aij(ajj)-’ and ]]Ey-‘]]l = 
00 izj]uij]](aj.)- I=supjpjdp<l. Therefore, Z+FD- has a 
bou!n&d’ inverse and ]](Z + FD-‘)-‘11, < (1 - IIFD-‘lll)-’ < (1 - p)-’ 
(Taylor [14, p. 164, Theorem 4.1-C]). 
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Now, A=D+F=(Z+FD-‘)D. Let x=(xi)~ll. Let y=D-‘x= 
((ai,)-‘xi). Then y E 1, and Dy = x. Thus %‘(A) = a(D) = 1,. Since A = 
(I + FD-‘)D, A-’ = D-‘(I + FD-‘)-’ exists and is compact [since D-’ 
is compact and (I + FD-‘)-’ is bounded]. Also, ]]A-‘]]l < ]]D-‘]]l X ]](Z + 
FD-‘)-‘11, < (1 - ~)-~sup~](a~~))‘] =(l - p)-l(infi]aii])-l. n 
The following is a generalization of Theorems 7-9 in Brauer [3]. 
THEOREM 3. Assume (4.1)-(4.4). Then the spectrum of A consists of a 
discrete, countable set of nonzero eigenualues { h, : k E JV } such that I X,1 
--*co as k-+oo. For each kE_.V, Ihk-akkl<Qk. Zf all the aij are real, 
then so are the A,. Zf all aij are real and all aii > 0, then all h, > 0. Zf 
k E N is such that (akk - 
eigenvalue. 
ajjl > Qk + Qj for all j f k, then X, is a simple 
Proof. A is closed [from (4.4) and Lemma l(b)]. From Theorem 2, A 
has a dense domain and range, and A - ’ is compact. 
If 0 < E < (1 - p)/p then 1 - p(l+ E) > 0, and if z E Vi(s) then ]z] >, ]aii] 
- Qi(l+ E) 2 laiil[l- ~(l+ E)] --+ co as i + 00. Therefore, the Vi(&) have 
finite intersection. Let X E a( A). By Lemma 4, 0 f h is an eigenvalue of A, 
and by Theorem l(c), X E Ur= lV’i. 
For any complex number p, define the matrix operator B(p) by B(I_L)~~ = 
a,, and B(ZJ)~~=~U~~ if i#j, i,jEN. Then B(p)=D+pF=(Z+ 
pFD_‘)D. Let G(p) = I +pFD-‘. Then (d/dp)G(p) = lima,,, [G(pi) 
- G(ZJ)]/(~~ - p) = FD-‘. Therefore, G(p) is analytic in p. If I/J] < l/p, 
then B(p) satisfies (4.1) and (4.2), and thus, by Theorem 2 and the above, 
[B(p)]-’ = D-‘(I + pFD-‘)-’ exists, is compact, and is analytic in Z.L. 
We assume that Qi > 0 for all i E JV. Then, from (4.3), the a,, are 
distinct. We now consider 0 < Z.L < 1. For any k E Jlr, De(,) = a,,e(,,. It 
follows that a(B(0)) = a(D) = { ukk: k E .N}. Also, since B(p) satisfies 
(4.1)-(4.4) with Qj replaced by Z.LQ~, it follows from the first part of the proof 
that u( B( CL)) contains only nonzero eigenvalues which he in Uy= 1{ z E V: 
Iz - aiil < pQi}. Fix k E JV, and let U= {z E %‘: ]z - akk] < Qk}. It follows 
from the compactness of [O,l] and Dunford and Schwartz [6, p. 587, 
Theorem 91 that U n cr( B(p)) = {h,(p)}, where Xk(~) is continuous and 
&C(O) = ukk* Now B(1) = A. It follows that XL(p) varies continuously inside 
Vk from akk to an eigenvalue of A. Now X,(p) is a simple eigenvalue of 
Z?(p) for 0 < Z.L < 1. If, for some distinct pair i, j E .N, we have equality in 
(4.3), then %‘i n Vj contains exactly one point, and it is possible that X,(l) = 
X j( 1) so that this point is an eigenvalue of multiplicity two. This process 
yields every eigenvalue of A; otherwise we could reverse the process to 
obtain two or more eigenvalues of B(0) = D in one wk, which is impossible. 
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If ah aij are real and if h is a complex eigenvalue, then so is x. Now A 
and x both belong to {z E 9?: ]z - ukk( < Qk} for the same k, which is 
impossible by the above argument. Moreover, if ukk > 0, then since X,(O) = 
ukk > 0, Xk(~) is continuous and 0 e a( B(p)), we have that A,(l) > 0. 
If Qk = 0 for some k, then uik = 0 for i f k, and Ae(,) = a!&e(k,, and akk 
is an eigenvalue of A. If some value X, were repeated N times among the 
{ uii }, then, from (4.3) the corresponding Q’S must be zero, and from the 
above, A, would be an eigenvalue of A of multiplicity N. However, for each 
such index k, Ix, - ukk( < Qk = 0 would still be valid. n 
5. EIGENVALUES ON 1, 
We will now consider a matrix A = (a i j) acting on I,, and make the 
following assumptions on A: 
(5.1) a,, # 0, i E .N, and (a,,] -+ cc as i + 00. 
(5.2) There exists a u, 0 Q u < 1, such that for each i E M, 
Pi = E lUijl = UilUii(, O<q<u. 
j=l, j#i 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
For all i, j E JV with i =+ j, ]uii - a jj] > Pi + Pi. 
For each j E JY, sup{ (uij(: i E N} <co. 
REMARK. (5.2) is uniform strict row diagonal dominance, and (5.3) is the 
(almost) disjointness of the Gershgorin disks .9)i. 
Let S = At’ on I,. From Lemma 2, S’= A. S satisfies (4.1)-(4.4). Also, 
]]S-‘]I1 = ]](S-‘)‘]I, (Taylor [14, p. 214, (4.52)]). Therefore, using Lemma 4 
and Theorems 2 and 3, we obtain Theorems 4 and 5: 
THEOREM 4. Assuming (5.1) (5.2), ~2nd (5.4), then A is a closed 
operator, W(A) = I,, A-’ is compact on l,, and IIA-‘ll, < 
(1 - a)-‘(infi]uii])-‘. 
REMARKS. B(A) = %‘(A-‘) is separable, since A-’ is compact. Thus, 
B(A) is not dense in I,. Following the notation of the proof of Theorem 2, 
A = D + F, (D-‘F)ij = (1 - Gij)uij(uii)-‘, ](D-‘F]], < u < 1, (I + 
D-‘F))’ is bounded, A = D(Z + D-lF), and A-‘= (I + D-lF)-lD-‘. 
EXAMPLE 1. This example is adapted from Example 1 of [8]. Define the 
matrix A by: ui,a= -3; u”,.=4~2”(1-2-“), n>,l; (I,,,+~= -3x 
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2”(1-2-“)(l-2-(“+‘)), n>2; a,._,= -2”, n>2; ~,,~=Ofor In-j] 
> 2, n, j > 1. Then A satisfies (5.1) and (5.4) lull] - P, = l> 0, and for 
n>2, la,,l-PP,=(2”-3)X2-(“+‘) > 0. Dividing by ]a,,,,], we obtain 1 
- a;, = (2” - 3)/[2”+k(2” - l)] > 0 and 1 - IJ, + 0 as n + 00. Thus, a, < 1 
for aLl n E N. We also note that A is irreducible: for all n, a,, n_ i z 0 and 
U n, R+ 1 # 0. Therefore, A is strictly diagonally dominant and irreducibly 
diagonally dominant [15, p. 231. However, A is not invertible; indeed, A is 
not l-l. If we put Ax = 0, we obtain x2= ;xi, and using a generalized 
induction argument we can show that x, =(xr/2)lII;,i(l- 2-j))‘. Thus, if 
x1 # 0 then 0 # x E 1, and Ax = 0. This shows that in Theorem 4, condition 
(5.2) cannot be weakened to IJ = 1 even if all ui < 1 (and A is irreducible). 
THEOREM 5. Assume (5.1)-(5.4). Then a(A) = { Xk: k E JV}, lhkl + 00 
us k -+ 00. For each k E N, X, is an eigenvulue of A and )X, - akk] < Pk. Zf 
all uij are real, then so are the X,, and if all a,, > 0 us well, then all A, > 0. 
Zf k E .N is such that lukk - ujjl > Pk + Pi for all j # k, then X, is a simple 
eigenvalue. 
EXAMPLE 2. Define A by u,,=n!, n>l; u1s=u2i=us3=f; u~,~_~ 
=a n,n+l = n!/4, n > 3; uij = 0 if Ii - jl > 2. Then A satisfies (5.1)-(5.4). 
Note that the off-diagonal entries tend to co; thus, with A = D + F, F is 
unbounded (as well as A and D). ui = us = : and a,, = i, n > 3. Thus u = f 
and an * 0. Finally, u(A) = {A,}, where i < X, < 5, i < A, Q 2, n!/2 < A, 
G 3n1/2, n > 3. 
6. LINEAR SYSTEMS AND TRUNCATION 
We consider an infinite linear system: 
(6.1) Ax = y, where x = (xi) and y = (yi), i E M. 
For each p E JV we define the truncations yr, and A, by 
(y,),= {;* f;;Q, 
, 
and 
( A )..= ( 
aij9 1 B i, j d p, 
p ‘I 0, otherwise. 
For any p E N, we define the truncated matrices A(‘sp) = (uij), 1~ i, j 
G p, and A(p*m) = (aij), p Q i, j ’ < cm, with similar notation for the cofactors; 
e.g., A’,‘;.* 03J is the cofactor of uij in the matrix A@, m). We write Ai j for 
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A(?: Oa). We define the infinite determinant det A = lim, _ ,det A(‘, p, pro- 
.a v1 ed this limit exists. Since the determinants in this paper invariably diverge, 
we will consider, instead, a ratio of determinants in the form (det A)/(det B), 
which we define as lim p _ m (det A(‘,P))/(det B(‘*P)). 
If A(‘,P) is invertible, then we define A;’ to be the infinite matrix with 
&1)&P) = (A(‘.P))- ’ and all other entries zero. Thus A p A p ’ = A p ‘A p = 
I,, where Z is the identity matrix. Consider now the truncated systems: 
(6.2) A,x( p) = yp, where (x( P))~ = 0 for i > p. 
In general, x(p) f xp, i.e., the solution of the truncated system is (usually) 
not simply the truncation of the solution of the infinite system. 
THEOREM 6. Assume that A satisfies (4.1) and (4.2) and that x, y E 1,. 
Then (6.1) and (6.2) have unique solutions x and x(p), respectively, and 
IIX - x(P)II1- 0 as P + co* 
Proof A, satisfies the first part of (4.1) and (4.2) with (possibly) smaller 
Qi and pi for 1~ i, j Q p. Therefore, Theorem 2 applies to A and A,. Thus, 
the unique solutions to (6.1) and (6.2) are given by x = A-‘y and x(p) = 
A;‘y,. Using the notation in Theorem 2, A-‘= D-l(Z + FD-‘)-l. Let 
z = (zi) = (I + FD-‘)-‘y E I,. Let w(p) = ( wi( p)) = Zp( A - A,)A-‘y. 
Then wi(p) = 0 for i > p, and for 1~ i < p, 
W,(p)= f (A-Ap)ii(D-‘~)j 
j=l 
= f aiiZj* 
j=p+l ‘jj 
Thus, 
< j=G+I( It laijl Izj/ 
i=l I la jjl 
6 ? Pjlzjl 
j=p+l 
G Ifi lzjl 
j=p+l 
-0 as p-+ca, since 2 E I,. 
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IICfi’y) - (A-‘Y),II~=C~“=,+,I(A-‘~)~~ +O as p -+ m, since (A-‘y) E 1,. 
7 
(A-‘y), - A,‘y, = Zp( A-‘y) - A,‘y 
=A,‘(A,-A)A-‘y 
= -A;lZ,(A-~,)~-ly 
= - A,‘w( p). 
ThUS, 
11X-X(P) Ill = IIWY) -Ahdl 
</(A-‘y) - (A~‘~),l~,+~~(A-‘y)~-~,‘y~l~, 
=/(A-‘Y) - tA-l~)plll+lj -A,lw(p)II, 
< /(A-‘y) - (A-ly)plll+ IIA,‘lIhb) 111 
+O as p-+00. n 
THEOREM 7. Assume that A satisfies (5.1), (5.2) with ui + 0 as i -+ CO, 
(5.4), and that x,y E 1,. Then (6.1) and (6.2) have unique solutions x and 
x(p), respectively, and IIx - x( p)ll, + 0 us p + 00. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 6: we apply Theorem 4 to A and 
A, and note that A-’ = (I + D-‘F)-‘D-l. Let z(p) = (zi(p)) = A;‘y,. 
Then z,(p) = 0 for i > p. Let w(p) = (w,(p)) = D-‘(A - Ap)A;‘yp E 1,. 
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Then w,(p) = (u,,)-‘CP,~(A - A,)ijzj(p) = 0 for 1 Q i Q p, and for i > P, 
Q aillz(P) Iloo) 
Now, 
A-‘(y,) - A,‘yp = - A-‘( A - A,)A,‘y,, 
= -(I+D-‘F)-lD-‘(A-A,)A,‘yp 
= -(Z+D-lF)-‘w(p). 
and yi/uii + 0 as i + oo. Thus, 
Ilx-x(P)llm=I/(A-lY)-A~lYPIlm 
< II(A-‘y) - (A-'y,) lloo +HA-'Yp - A,'Y~llm 
Q ll(Z + D-‘F) -lll,llD-l(~ - Y,) llm 
+~~(Z+D-'F)-'~~,IIW(P)~~~ 
6 (1 - u) - lllyll,( pp) -I 
+ (1 - U) -‘( SUpDi)(l - 0) -‘( $flaiil) -lIIyllm 
is-p 
40 as p+co. n 
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COROLLARY 1. Zf A, x, and y satisfy the conditions of Theorem 6 or 
Theorem 7, then the solution to Ax = y satisfies Cramer ‘s rule: xi = 
det ‘A/det A, where ‘A is the matrix A with its ith column replaced with y. 
Also, xi = Ey=O=(Aji/det A)IJ~. 
Proof. Fix any j E JV and let p E JV, p > j. Consider the systems (6.1) 
and (6.2) with y = ecjj. Then, 
= ( A,l)ij = ,,:;r,i,, . 
Similarly, 
Thus, 
xi = (A-'Y)~ = (A-‘)ij. 
lim 
A(?; P) 
p+m det A(‘Tp) =p~w(xtP))i 
= xi = (A-l)ij 
exists, and hence (A-‘)ij = Aji/det A. 
For general y, if Ax = y, then 
~=(A-‘Y)~= f- (A-‘)ijqj= E kyj. 
j=l j=l det A 
Also, 
det ‘A det’A((‘vP) 
-= bm 
det A p -+ m det A(l*p) 
= p@m (X(P))i by Cramer’s rule applied to (6.2) 
= xi. n 
Note that CT_I( Aji/det A)qj is the cofactor expansion along the ith column 
of (det ‘A)/(det A). 
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COROLLARY 2. If A satisfies (5.1) (5.2) and (5.4), (possibly ui ++ 0 us 
i + co), then (A-‘)ji = Aij/det A (exists) for all i, j E X, and if x and 
Y E 1, then Ax = y has a unique solution x, and for this x, xi = 
CT= 1( A ji/det A)yj. Zf y has only finitely many rwnzero components, then 
xi(p)-+xi asp+m, fmeachiEM. 
Proof. A-’ exists by Theorem 4. Let S = At’ on 1,. From Lemma 2, 
S’= A. From the proof of Corollary 1 applied to S, for each i, j E N, 
lim A(,‘,:P)/det A(‘,p) = lim, ~ m Sj’xP)/det S(‘,P) (exists) = Sji/det S = 
(S-p~i,“, (AP’)ji, by Lemma 4. Thus, Aij/det A (exists) = (A-‘)ji. If 
Ax = y then 
xi= (A-‘y)i= ~ (A-‘)ijyj 
j=l 
If yj = 0 for j > N and p > IV, then 
7. TRIDIAGONAL MATRICES: EIGENVALUES 
AND DETERMINANTS 
We will now consider a matrix A = (a i j) acting on Z,, and assume that 
(5.1)-(5.4) hold. We assume also that: 
(7.1) o<Qii<ai+r,i+i, iEM, 
(7.2) ai,i+i9 ai+r,i # O, iE.N, 
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and 
(7.3) aij=O if Ii-jl>2, i, jE.M. 
Thus A is irreducible (7.2) and tridiagonal (7.3). Because of (7.1), (5.3) is 
equivalent to 
(7.4) aii + Pi < a jj - Pi for i< j, i, jEN. 
Fix any integer n > 1. It follows from Theorem 5 that there is an 
eigenvalue X satisfying Ih - a,,,1 <P,, = ~,a,,, and this X is real (in fact, 
positive). Thus, we assume that 
(7.5) a n” - P, < x < an” + P,. 
If Ax = Ax, then (A - XZ)x = 0 and for i E JV, 
E aijxj - Xxi = 0. 
j=l 
We rewrite this system as follows: 
(7.6) 
(7.7) a n,n-1Xn-l +hwl - v&l + ~n,n+lXn+l= 0. 
(Wedefine aij=Oif i or j<O.) 
The systems (7.6) and (7.8) wiII enable us to express x~_~ and x,+i, 
respectively, in terms of x,, thus making (7.7) an equation in x, and X. We 
wiU denote the coefficient matrices in (7.6) and (7.8) by B and E respec- 
tively. Note that B exists only for n > 2 and that B and E depend on X and 
n. Since A satisfies (5.1)-(5.4), (7.1), and (7.2), and X satisfies (7.5), B and E 
satisfy (5.1) and (5.4); in fact, alI b,, < 0 and all e,, > 0. 
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For n>3and lGi<n-2, 
n-1 
I&J- c )bijJ=X-aji-Pi 
j=l, j#i 
a (Q”, - Pn>-(aii+Pi> 
a (%-l,n-l + p,-1) - (%-l,n-l - P”Vl) from (7.4) 
=2P,_,>O from (7.2). 
For n > 2 and i = n - 1, 
n-1 
(7.9) Ibn-l,,-ll- C lb,-1,jl 
j=l, j#n-1 
= (A - an-l,n-1) - Ian-l,n-21 
2 (a”-l,.-,+P”-,) --an-,,.-,- Ian-l,n-21 
from (7.5) and (7.4) 
= Iu”-l,“l’ 0 from (7.2). 
Therefore, B satisfies (5.2) (with different Pi. a,, and a). 
For n>l and i>,n+2, 
leiil - E Jeijl=uii-X-Pi 
j=n+l, j+i 
a (%+l,n+l+ P”,l) - bn+l,n+l- e&+1) from (7.4) 
=2P,+,>O from (7.2). 
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For n>l and i=n+l, 
t7.10) len+l,n+ll- E l%+l,jl 
j=n+l, j#n+l 
= (a n+1,n+1- A) - lan+l,n+21 
>a n+l,n+l -(a n+l,n+l_ &+A - l~n+l,n+2L 
from (7.5) and (7.4) 
= la n+l.nl’O from (7.2). 
Let 
(7.11) Vi = 
CT=o=fi+l, jtileijl 
leiil ’ 
i>,n+l. 
From the above, vi < 1 for all i > n + 1. 
Now, since aii + 00 as i --) co [from (5.1>], we obtain 
(7.12) 
‘i api, 
IjiG-=----- 
a,, - x a,,-X 
I_,et (J < a0 < 1. Then there exists an N E M such that qi < a0 for all i > N. 
Thus,forall i>n+l, 
Vi ’ < ma.x(U,, 77,+1, Vn+2,.-*yBN) < l 
and E satisfies (5.2) (with different Pi, ui, and a). 
It follows from Corollary 2 applied to each of B and E that the systems 
(7.6) and (7.8) have unique solutions. Thus, for 1~ j Q n - 1, we solve (7.6) 
to obtain 
(7.13) 
B n-1,j 
xj= - detB an-l,n*n2 
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and for j > n + 1, we solve (7.8) to obtain 
(7.14) 
E n+l,j 
x. = - -an+l,nx,. I det E 
In particular, substitute x,_ 1 and x,+ 1 into (7.7) to obtain 
(7.15) Z(X,n)r,=O 
where 
(7.16) 
B E 
Z(x,n) = - ~~~~-lan-l,nan,nl+(ann-X) - nd+et.~+la,+l.na,,.t’. 
THEOREM 8. Let A = (aij) be a matrix that satisfies (5.1)-(5.4) and 
(7.1)-(7.3). Let (h - annl < P,, and let B, E, and Z(X, n) be defined by 
(7.6), (7.8), and (7.16), respectively. Then 
(a) I( X, n) = det( A - XZ)/(det B det E) (expanded along the n th row), 
(b) A is an eigenvalue of A ( reZative to I,) if and only if I( A, n ) = 0, 
(c) Z(h, n) is a continuous (and analytic) function of A, and changes 
sign as A varies over the interval [a,, - P,, arm + P,], 
(d) there is a unique eigenvalue A in the above interval, and this 
eigenvalue is simple and satisfies 1 A - a n n 1 < P,, and 
(e) the corresponding eigenvector x satisfies 1~ jI < Ix,,1 for all j E X, 
and if r > 1, then for some N, lxjl < rujlxnl for aZZ 1 > N. 
LEMMAS. Let A = (aij) be a matrix that satisfies (5.1), (5.2) and (5.4). 
Then, for i, j E JV, 
and 
(la,,l+ Pi) -l Q & < (IUiil - Pi) -l. 
I I 
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Proof. Fix i, j, and p E JV with p > i and p > j. It follows from 
Ostrowski [lo, (lo), (13)] that the above inequalities are valid for A(‘T~). From 
Corollary 2, 
A(!: P) 
P+a, detl(‘,P) 
A 
Iim =J’ 
det A 
exists and the lemma is proved. n 
We now apply Lemma 5 to B and E, with X satisfying (7.5). For 
l<j<n-1, 
n-l -1 
c lL,kl 
k=l, k#n-1 
= (A -an-l,n-l- I%-1,*-d -l 
G l~n-lJ1 from (7.9), 
and for j > n +l, 
= (a n+l.n+l_ h - l%+l,n+21) -I 
6 l~“+l,nl-l from (7.10). 
Proof of Theorem 8. (a): Let p E JV, p > n, let G = (A - XZ)(‘*P), and 
let M, j be the minors of G. Expanding along the nth row of G, 
detG= -~,,,-,M,,,-,+(~,,-A)M,,-u,,,+,M,,,+,~ 
M,, = det B det E("+',p). 
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Expanding M,. n_ I by the (n - 1)st row, 
M tl,n-1= -a,_,,“_,detG,+a,_,,“B,_,,._,detE(”+’,P). 
In G,, each of the first n - 2 rows has nonzero entries only in the first n - 3 
columns, and thus they are linearly dependent. Hence, det G, = 0. Expand 
M fl, n+ 1 by the (n + 1)st row (new nth row): 
M n,n+1= a n+l,ndetB.E~~t,P!,-an+l,n+zdetG,. 
In G,, each of the first n columns has nonzero entries only in the first n - 1 
rows, and thus they are linearly dependent. Hence, det G, = 0. Therefore, 
det( A - AZ)“‘P’ an,n-lan-l,” n-l,n-1 B 
det B det E(n+l,P) = - det B 
a E(nf1.P) +cann _ x) _ n,n+l~n+l,n n+l,n+l . 
det E(“+l.P) 
As p -+ co, the limit on the right-hand side exists by Corollary 2; thus taking 
limits, we obtain 
det(A-Xl) 
det B det E 
=Z(h,n). 
(b): If X is an eigenvalue of A with corresponding eigenvector x E Z,, 
then x satisfies the system (7.6)-(7.8) and xn # 0 [otherwise, every xi = 0 by 
(7.13) and (7.14)]. Thus, Z(A, n) = 0 by (7.15). 
If Z(X, n) = 0, th en let xn = 1 and define ri for j # n by (7.13) and 
(7.14). For 1~ j < n - 1, we use (7.13) and (7.17) to obtain 
For j > n + 1, we use (7.14) and (7.18) to obtain 
E 
lXil = s la”+l,“l Q 1. I I 
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Therefore, x E I, with ]]xI]~ = ]xn] = 1. By construction, x satisfies (7.6) and 
(7.8) and (7.7) is trivially satisfied. Therefore, x is an eigenvector and X is an 
eigenvalue of A. 
(c): Let X, Xi, A, satisfy (7.5). Let D be the diagonal and F the 
off-diagonal of A(“+lsrn). Let D - X = D - XZ(n+l,m). Then E(X) = (A - 
XZ)(n+l,m) = (D - A)+ F and 
E(X)-‘= [Z+(D-A)-‘F] -l(D-h)-’ 
(see the remark following Theorem 4). Now 
(7.19) (D-ii,)-‘-(D-X,)-’ 
=(D-x,)-‘[(D-x,)-(D-x,)](D-h,)y’ 
=(A,-X,)(D-Xl)-‘(D-XJ’, 
G &!l, from (7.5) and (7.4). 
Therefore, ll(D - Xl)-’ - (D - X,)plll, < IX, - h,lP;:,. Letting h, + Xi, 
we see that (D - X)-l is continuous in X. In fact, if we divide (7.19) by 
Xl - X,, we see that (D - X)-l is analytic in X. It follows from [14, p. 164, 
Theorem 4.1-D] that [I +(D - h)-‘F]- ’ is continuous in X and therefore, 
E( X ) ~ ’ is continuous in h. From Corollary 2, 
E “+l,n+lo) 
detE(X) = (E(A) -Y”+l,“+l 
which is continuous from the above result (since the entries of a matrix are 
bounded by its norm). 
Similarly, B, _ l,,-ltX)/det E(X) is continuous in X. [This can be seen 
also from the fact that B is a finite matrix and its entries are continuous (even 
analytic) functions of X.1 Therefore, from (7.16), Z(X, n) is a continuous 
(even analytic) function of X. 
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We will now show that Z(X, n) changes sign in the interval for h given 
by (7.5). Using (7.4), we obtain 
(7.20) arm - p, - an-l,n-l- lan-l,n-21 
>an-l,npl+ p,-l- an-l,n-l- lan-l,np21 
= Ian-Lnl 
and 
(7.21) an+l,n+l- (an” + KJ - lan+l,n+21 
aa n+l,n+l -(a n+l,n+l- p,+l> - lan+l,n+21 
= la n+l,n I. 
From (7.2), Z’,,, an-l,n, and an+l,nfO. 
Let X = arm - P,,. Then, from (7.16), 
B 
Z(b) 2 - I I Ie:Lp’ Ian-l,nan,n-ll+ bnn - (arm - p,)I 
E n+l,n+l 
- I I detE ’ a”+l,na”,“+l 
a - lan-l,nl-lla,-l,nan.nll+Pn 
- [a n+l,n+l - bnn - C) - lan+l,n+211 -lla.+~,.an,.+Il 
from (7.17) and (7.18) 
> - lan-l,nl~llan-l,nan,nII+ pn 
- [a n+l,n+l - (arm +p,) - lan+l,n+211 -llan+l,nan,n+ll 
2 - lan,n-ll+ p,- l~n+l,nl~ll~~+l.n~n.n+ll from (7.21) 
= - la n,n-ll+ p,- lan,“+A 
= 0. 
Thus, Z(X, n) > 0. 
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Let A = Unn + P,. Then, similarly, 
B 
z@,n) < I I “,-,‘;;-’ l~n-l,“~“,n-ll+ bnn - (% + PJI 
+ la n+l,rPn,n+l 
< km - P” - an-l,n-1- l%4,n-21) %-1 nun n-11 2 1 
- p?l+ l~n+l,nl-ll~“+l,“~n,“+~l from (7.17) and (7.18) 
< Ia n,“-ll - pll+ l~n,n+ll from (7.20) 
= 0. 
Thus Z(X, n) < 0. 
(d): Since Z(X, n) # 0 for X = a nn * P,, these two values are not eigen- 
values. Thus, it follows from Theorem 5 (and its proof) that there is a unique 
and simple eigenvalue A for which IX - u nnl < P,. That A is simple is 
verified by the fact that, given x, # 0, the eigenvector x is uniquely de- 
termined by (7.13) and (7.14). 
Let T > 1, and let vi be defined by (7.11). It follows from (7.12) that 
rji/ai~u,,/(u,,-X) +l as i+cc. Thus, for some N, rji/ui<r for ail 
i > N. We may take N > n + 2. Using (7.14) and Lemma 5 applied to E, we 
obtain 
l’jl= 2 l”n+l,nXnI 
I I 
E 
“lli 
n+l,n+l I I det E Ia n+l,n%l 
( lljlXnl from (7.18) 
< ujrlx,l for j > N. 
In part (b) we prove that lrjl< Ix,1 for a.U j. n 
REMARK. Theorem 8 is true for a matrix A that satisfies, in place of 
(7.1)9 ui+l,i+l < a,, < 0, i E ..M (consider the matrix - A). 
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8. A NUMERICAL PROCEDURE 
We will now consider a matrix A = (aij) acting on l,, and assume 
(5.1)-(5.4), (7.1), (7.3), and we assume also a stronger version of (7.2): 
(8.1) ai,i+lai+l,i ’ Oy iEN. 
Fix n E JV, and let X satisfy (7.5). Let s, k E JV with k > n +3 and 
k > s, and let G = A - hZ. It follows from Theorem 8 that the unique 
eigenvalue on (7.5) corresponds to the unique zero of Z(X, n) = 
lim ,+,detG (l* k)/(det B det E (n+ ‘Sk)). Also, it follows from Price [ll, Theo- 
rem 21 that det E(n+l*k) > 0 and sign(det B) = ( - l)n-l (multiply each row 
by - 1). Thus, the above denominator does not change sign on (7.5), and a 
change in sign of I( h, n) occurs at a change in sign of det G(‘T~), for 
sufficiently large k. Our procedure is to determine the sign of det G(l*k) (for 
all sufficiently large k) and then use the method of bisection to locate the 
eigenvalue to any degree of accuracy: 
&t G(l*k) = 
(a11 - A)detG @*k) - a,,~,, det Gc3sk) 
= [(a,,- X)(u,-A) -ur,,~,,]detG(~‘~) 
- (u,,- X)u,u3,detG(4’k). 
Proceeding in this manner, we obtain 
where ps = r)s-l(~s-l,s-l - A) - ps-2us_l,s_2us_2,s_1; P, = 0, P, = 1. Note 
that p, is a polynomial in A of degree s - 1. We write (8.2) as 
where 
0,.,=&-u 
det G(S+ 1, k) 
S-l,S’S,S-1 
s 
det G(s,k) ’ 
We now assume that s > n + 1. Then G(“*k) = E(“rk). Thus, det G(s,k) > 0, 
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from [ll] as noted above; and from Lemma 5, with A = G(s,k) and i = s, 
4 (% - A - l%,s+ll) -l. 
Case (i): p,_ 1 and p, have opposite signs. Then QS,k < 0, and det G(‘*k) 
has the same sign as - p,_ 1. 
Case (ii): p,_ I and p, have the same sign, and p,/p,_ 1 > 
a S-l,Sa,,S-l (a,, -A-IlZ s,s+ll)-l. TJE~ Qs,k > 0, and det Gclpk) has the 
same sign as pS_ 1. 
Case (iii): pS_l and pS have the same sign, and ~~/p~_~ < 
a s-l,Ps,s-1 (ass -X+la s,s+&f Then Qs,k -c 0 and det G(‘, k, has the 
same sign as - pS _ 1. 
The above criteria are independent of k, and thus the results are 
independent of k, for k > s > n + 1. From the proof of Theorem 8, Z(X, n) 
varies from positive to negative for X on [unn - P,, arm + P,], and the sign of 
detG(‘vk) is equal to (- l)“-‘signZ(X,n). Thus, the sign of detG@Tk) is 
known at the endpoints. Choose X at the midpoint. Then calculate the pS 
(s=2,3,...) until s>n+2, and pS _ 1 and pS satisfy one of the above three 
cases. Then the sign of det G cl, k, will be determined. The above procedure is 
then repeated by the method of bisection, and will establish both upper and 
lower bounds for X, to any degree of accuracy. 
9. MATHIEU’S EQUATION 
We will be concerned with Mathieu’s differential equation 
(94 
2 
$+(a-29~0~28)~=0, 
and we will concentrate on solutions which are even with period r, denoted 
usually by ce2,(8, 9). For a given 9, the problem will be to find the 
eigenvalues a. Equation (9.1) is a nonsingular Sturm-Liouville eigenvalue 
problem and has an infinity of real distinct eigenvalues clustering at + co. 
Mathieu’s equation has been studied extensively both theoretically and 
numerically [ 1,9]. The numerical methods and their analysis involve methods 
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such as truncation, asymptotics, power series, continued fractions, and many 
versions of variational techniques. In all these methods, the computational 
aspects of locating and finding bounds for eigenvalues are far from satisfac- 
tory, particularly for large 4. 
We will discuss (9.1) for the practical case 9 = 1 to ilhrstrate the theory of 
earlier sections. Now assuming the solution has the form 
(9.2) y(B) = E x,cos2(k- l)e, 
k=l 
we obtain, on substituting in (9.1), the infinite system of equations Bx = ax 
where B = ( bij) is given by b,, = 0, b,, = 1, b,, = 2, b, = 1, and 
1, j=i-l,i+l for i>3, 
b,,= 4(i-l)2, 
( 
j=i for i>l, 
0, (i - jl> 2 for i, j>l. 
We rewrite the above system as Ax = Xx, where A = (aij) is given, for 
i, j E JV, by 
hi,> i # j, 
b,,+l.l, i=j, 
and X = a + 1.1. 
The matrix A satisfies (5.1)-(5.4), (7.1)-(7.3), and (8.1). Applying Theo- 
rem 8, the intervals for X are given by 
0.1-C xi < 2.1, 
2.1~ X2 < 8.1, 
4( n - 1)2 - 0.9 < X” < 4( 12 - 1)2+3.1 
This gives 
- 1 <a, < 1, 
l<a,<7, 
4(n-1)2-2<~a,c4(n-1)2+2 
for n&3. 
for n23. 
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TABLE 1 
No. 
Eigen- of 
values P’S 
Numerical proce 
dure of Section 8: 
upper bound 
lower bound 
McLachlan 
PI 
Abramowitz 
and 
Stew PI 
a1 
a2 
a3 
a4 
a5 
% 
a7 
a8 
a9 
a10 
all 
a12 
al3 
a14 
a15 
6 
7 
8 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15 
17 
17 
18 
- 0.45513 860 
- 0.45513 861 
1 4.37130 098 7 ) 
i 16.03383 225 4 I 
1 36.01428 994 5 ) 
i 64.00793 757 I 
( 100.00505 106 7 I 
1 144.00349 695 4 1 
i 196.00256 451 0 1 
i 256.00195 928 7 ) 
1 324.00154 647 6 ) 
1 400.00125 150 61 1 
i 484.00103 368 7 1 
i 576.00086 804 I 
i 676.00073 922 1 1 
784.00063 705 
784.ooo63 704 
- 0.45513 86 
4.37130 10 
16.03383 23 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 0.45426 01 
4.37042 25 
16.03383 24 
36.01429 00 
64.00793 74 
100.00505 07 
144.00349 62 
196.00256 35 
256.00196 08 
324.00154 88 
400.00125 50 
484.00103 38 
576.00086 98 
676.00074 01 
784.00064 09 
In A, a, = 2/(4(i - 1)’ + 1.1) for i > 3. Thus CTCa=ui < m. Thus, from Theo- 
rem 8(e), x E I,, which ensures the (uniform) convergence of (9.2). 
Upper and lower bounds for the eigenvalues a, are now calculated to 
eight places of decimals by applying the numerical procedure of Section 8. 
These values are compared in Table 1 with those given by McLachlan [Q, p. 
3711 and those calculated by using the asymptotic formulas in Abramowitz 
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and Stegun [l, p. 7241. Al so included in the table is the number of p’s 
calculated to yield these values. 
The authors would like to thank Dr. J. Peter McClure for his suggestions 
and the referee fm his comments regarding this paper. 
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